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Abstract 
Khatcierian, G., Projectales, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 74 (1991) 177--195. 
We put forward the notion of projectales 
algebras and orthomodular ortholattices. 
which provides a plausible generalization of Heyting 
Intrhxhmtion 
In common mathematical parlance, we often use the term ‘logic’ to simply 
mean ‘lattice of subobjects’. Thus, the ‘logic’ of subsets of a (constant) set is a 
Boolean algebra, the ‘logic’ of subsets of a variable set (subobjects of an object in 
a topos, if you prefer) is a Heyting algebra, and the ‘logic’ of a topos-as against 
an object in it-is a co-Heyting algebra (see [20], where co-Heyting algebras are 
called anti-Heyting algebras).’ 
In a different context, the label ‘quantum logic’ is often used in pretty much the 
same vein, to describe the nondistributive lattice of closed (linear) subspaces of a 
Hilbert space, which in turn is (at least) an orthomodular ortholattice-in short, 
an omol.2 
In this article we put forward the notion of projectales, which recasts and 
generalizes the theory of omols in such a way as to include Heyting algebras 
among its models. 
The axioms for a projectale (Secti 3ns 2 and 3) are arrived at through intuitive 
geometric considerations (Section 1) of extreme simplicity. Moreoc-er, the notion 
of projectales fits in comfortably with the aforementioned ‘logic+-as illustrated 
in the following informal diagram: 
’ For general topos theory, see [12]. 
’ For the theory of omols proper, see (2; 3, Chapter 18; 7; 141. For an overview of quantum logic at 
large, see [B; 9; 11, Chapter 81. For texts on quantum theory making use of omols. see [lo, 23. 241. 
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lattices 
uniYf \;I+* 
projectales a Heyting algebras 
omols - Boolean algebras d7=aA 
Here, the arrows go from weaker to stronger notions, while their iabels broadly 
hint at the extra requirements needed to obtain the stronger notions. NOW, the 
two downward arrows on the right need little explanation; they just serve to bring 
to mind the familiar definition of Heyting (and then Boolean) algebras as 
Cartesian closed porders ([5], for instance)--where by porder we simply mean 
partial order, viewed as a category (as in [22]). By way of comparison (and 
subject to some reservations discussed in Section 5), projectales may be thought 
of as closed porders in the following sense. In a projectale, the role of the 
‘intrinsic’ Cartesian u-meet functors a~ is taken over by ‘extrinsic’ a-projection 
functors all. These are required to satisfy three plausible ‘axioms of projection’ 
(Section 2); and moreover, just like their Cartesian cousins a A, they are required 
to have right adjoints a+-whence the designation ‘closed’. With the a+ at 
hand, in a projectale we have the notion oC ‘opposition’ a, = a Q 0, in complete 
analogy with negation a, = Q 30 in the case of Heyting algebras. The left vertical 
arrow in our diagram then indicates that omols are those projectales for which 
CI = a holds for all a. In other words, omols are picked out from amongst 
p;ijectales in much the same way as Boolean algebras are picked out from 
amongst the Heyting algebras. Finally, the notion of a projectale reduces to that 
of a Heyting algebra just when the projection functors all reduce to QA, as 
indicated by the top horizontal arrow; similarly for the reduction of omols to 
Boolean algebras. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we develop just enough of the theory of projectales to show 
that Heyting and Boolean algebras as well as omols are indeed models of it, in the 
manner prescribed by the above diagram. In Section 4 we give a tiny exampie of a 
‘genuine’ projectale which is neither a Heyting algebra nor an omol. In Section 5 
we return to the above diagram to clear up some details. These, together with 
Section 1, constitute the core of the present article. 
Now, there is a wide gap between our presentation of omols via projectales and 
traditional presentations of the theory of orthomodular ortholattices.3 This has 
necessitated the inclusion of appendices which serve to narrow the gap between 
the traditional and projectale view of things. In Appendix A we recall the 
3 As given by the first four references in Footnote 2. 
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traditional definition of omols, and prepare the ground for Appendix B by 
gathering together equivalents of the axiom of orthomodularity. In Appendix B 
we put forward an alternative presentation of omols (cat.omols)-given entirely 
by way of adjoint functors- which provides the link with projectales. 
This completes the table of contents of the present article (which is essentially a 
tidier rendering of parts of [Cl). More controversial questions regarding the 
logical import of ‘quantum logic’ from the point of view of projectales will be 
discussed elsewhere.’ 
In introducing projectales, our aim is to stimulate research that may open up 
the quantum logic domain at large to some of the conceptual insights that underly 
topos theory. The relevance of projectales in this regard is to be decided through 
its eventual applications, which await the discovery of substantial ‘genuine’ 
models of the notion. Now, in as much as porders of ‘subsets of a variable set’ 
turn out to be Heyting algebras rather than Boolean algebras, it seems reasonable 
to speculate that ‘genuine’ projectales may arise upon the consideration of 
porders of ‘closed subspaces of variable Hilbert spaces’-which notion is as yet to 
be identified in topos theory (but see [16,17]). The author hope:; some readers 
may find projectales interesting enough to undertake this quest. 
Finally, a few words about nomenclature. 
As indicated above, by a porder A we simply mean a partial order, viewed as a 
categoyry (as in [22]). In what follows, we uniformly use categorical terminology. 
In particular, we talk of objects a, 6 in A and we write a-+ 6 rather than a 5 b. 
Similarly, we talk of functors (contra functors) between porders. rather than order 
preserving (order reversing) mappings. 
By a lattice we mean a finitely complete and finitely cocomplete porder. Thus, 
our notion of a lattice includes-in addition to binary products (infimums) a A b 
and binary coproducts (supremums) a v b-an initial (smallest) object 0 and a 
terminal (largest) object 1 (as in [ 131). 
Now, given a contra functor f : A - A on porder A, 
(1) f is self-adjoint on the right (in short, f is SAR) means 
Vx,yinA x+yf iff y+xf; 
(2) f is self-adjoint on the left (in short, f is SAL) means 
VX, y in A xf+ y iff yf+ x . 
’ A projectale may vaguely be thought of as ‘a logic of directions’ or ‘a logic of involvements’-as 
against ‘a logic of locations’ or ‘a logic of intersections’. What WC are driving at is best illustrated by an 
example. From one point of view, the propositions a = ‘the traveller heads north’ and 6 = ‘the 
traveller heads north-west’ have nothing in common: a A 6 = 0. Yet, from a different point of view 
(also supported by our intuition), the propositions a and 6 do have something in common. since a is 
clearly involved in 6 to some extent (or, should we say, to some degree) and vice versa. Taking a ll 6 
as the involvement of 6 in a‘. this intuitive idea is captured by projectales-albeit crudely. A similar 
idea has been aired by Lawvere in a different context [21]. 
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Note that a SAR contra functor takes colimits to limits, whereas a SAL contra 
functor takes limits to colimits. 
1. Geometric motivations 
Taking the view that informal explanations are as much part of a theory as the 
formal calculations, in this section we sketch the simple geometric motivations 
underlying the rest of our work (where we proceed in the usual drab mathemati- 
cal style of definitions/propositions! proofs). 
To this end, suppose we are asked to give a quick, intuitive ino .oduction to the 
following: 
B(X), ‘logic’ of subsets of a constant set X; 
H(X), ‘logic’ of subsets of a variable set X; 
Q(X), ‘logic’ of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space X.” 
For B(X) we appeal to the ‘geometry’ of Venn diagrams. Without ever 
mentioning points, we draw a few ‘circles’ and characterize a A b, a v b, a 3 b 
and a, = a + 0 via their familiar universal properties within the porder B(X). 
Then, glossing over all topological considerations, we note a,, LZ. 
For H(X) we consider genuine variation in its simplest form, by taking X to be 
an object in Yzop -where 9 is ‘the’ category of sets, 2 the porder O+ 1 (as in [20, 
p. 1061). Here again, we appeal to ‘generalized’ Venn diagrams; as expected, 
these are now drawn over two ‘stages’ with a ‘transition map’ in between. 
Proceeding as before (with slightly more work) we obtain a A b, a v 6, a + b and 
a _, . But now we behold a+ a,, is strict; the reverse inclusion a,, * a is 
manifestly untenable. 
For Q(X) we take X to be the Euclidean space E3. This allows us to appeal to 
equally simple diagrams- lines and planes through the origin! 
Leaving aside the traditional view (criticised in [ 15]), let us examine Q(X) in 
the spirit of the examples B(X), H(X)-guided by the maxim ‘cherchez I’adjoint’. 
Thus, after noting Q(X) is a lattice, we go hunting for adjunctions. Drawing a few 
diagrams similar to those given below, we soon find out the functors a A do not 
have right adjoints a+; that is to say, Q(X) is not Cartesian closed (which, as we 
all know, is tantamount to saying Q(X) is not distributive). In more detail, given 
subspaces a, b in Q(X), there are many subspaces c for which a A c+ b, but 
there is no largest such c. In particular, taking b = 0, we note that the orthogonal 
comphnent a, of a is one among many c for which a A c = 0, but none of these 
has the characterizing feature of being the largest such.’ 
’ We take Hilbert space in the sense of [4]. 
’ For X = E’, or any finite-dimensional Hilbert space, all subspaces of X are, OJ course, closed. 
’ Incidentally, this shows that the notion of orthocomplementation * in Q(X) has little in common 
with the notion of negation in H(X) or B(X), despite what is maintained in current interpretations of 
quantum logic--critized at length in [lS]. 
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Now, guided by the projective geometry of Q(X), let us shift our attention 
from a-meet functors a~ (taking intersections with subspace a) to a-projection 
functors all (taking orthogonal projections ‘onto’ subspace a) defined as follows: 
for subspace x in Q(X), a ll x is the subspace generated by 
(n,(u) 1 u vector in x> 
where n,(u) is the orthogonal projection of vector w onto subspace a.’ Through 
simple diagrams (see Fig. 1) we quickly find the a-projection functors all do 
aUb 
a 
Fig. 1. 
’ For the infinite-dimensional case, define a nx as the closure of the subspace generated by 
{TO(u) 1 u vector in x}. 
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indeed have right adjoints a$; in other words, for subspaces a, b in Q(X) there is 
always a largest subspace a+ b whose o-projection is contained in 6. In particu- 
lar, the orthocomplement a, of Q can now be described as the largest subspace 
0 9 0 whose u-projection is 0 (the origin)* 
Encouraged by this, we take note of three simple (if not trivial) facts about 
n-projection: 
(Al) for every subspace x in Q(X), a n x-+ a, 
(A2) for every subspace x in Q(X), x--, a implies a n x = x, 
(A3) for all a, x in Q(X), alJx=Q iff xflu=O. 
These three observations, together with 
(A4) for alI a in Q(X), ail -1 a@ 
are precisely the axioms for a projectale. 
We have finished introducing projectales, but we are not quite done with Q(X) 
yet. Inspecting the diagrams in Fig. 1 a little more closely, we may further observe 
that u I7 x and a + b can in fact be obtained in terms Al orhtocomplementation 
*: u n x = u A (a, v x), u 9 b = u, v (a A b); just as in B(X)-but not H(X)- 
we may observe a 3, b = u, v b. Thus we may be tempted to take * as primary, 
to define aI7 and a+ by the above explicit expressions, and to ask for adjointness 
an -1 a+ as before. This approach leads us to a presentation of omols- 
cat.omols-given in Appendix B. The precise connection between projectales and 
cat.omols is clarified in Theorem 3.16. 
2. Projectorial lattices 
Given a lattice A, we say A is a projectorid lattice provided that for each object 
a in A WC are given a functor a Il ( ) : A- A (u-projection) such that: 
(Al) Vx in A, u~x+u, 
(A2) Vx in A, x-m implies 0x=x, 
and 
(A3) Vu,x in A, &lx=0 iff xllu=O. 
Recalling our geometric motivations of Section 1, the above axioms for 
a-projection are plausible enough. In the rest of this section we derive some 
simple propositions for a projectorial lattice, making use of axioms (Al) and (A2) 
only ((A3) is activated in Section 3). 
To begin with, we note that axio s (Al) and (A2), taken jointly, are 
equivalent o 
(Bl) all is idempotent, 
(B2) X+U iff uFlx=x; 
and also to 
(Cl) urll=u, 
(c2) u f-1 (U A X) = 
?rojectales 1x3 
Proof. (Bl) Take (Al) and apply (A2) to obtain a ll (a llx) = a n x. 
(B2) Given a fl x = x, (Al) reads x-+ a. 
Conversely, given (Bl) and (B2), we need only show (Al): 
(Al) apply (B2) to ail(ailx)=aflx. 
Now, (C2) is a simple translation of (A2) (use a A X+ a for (A2) 3 (C2), and 
x+ a iff a A x = x for (C2) 3(A2)). 
(Cl) is proved in 2.1 below; while (Cl) 3 (Al) is obvious: a fl x- a Ill = a. 
0 
2.1. For a projectorial lattice we have: 
alla=a, 
alll=a, lna=a, 
allO=O, Oila=O. 
Proof. alla=a, allO=O and lIlcl=a follow from (A2); while Ollz=O 
followsfrom~Al).Now,a~1givesa~a--,a~1,i.e.a--,a~1;hencea~1=a 
in view of (Al). Cl 
2.2. For a projectorial lattice we have: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Proof 
(2) 
(3) 
a-,x implies a I7x = a, 
aAx+aflx, 
a A X=(anX) A (Xna), 
tZn(XAy)~(anX)A(any). 
(1) a+x gives aIla-,aIlx, i.e. a-,&lx; but (Al) gives aflx+a. 
Using (C2) and functoriality of an, a A x = a n (a A x) 4 a n x. 
Using (2) twice we obtain a A x+ (a ll x) A (x n a), while using (Al) twice 
we obtain (a n x) A (X n a)+ a A x. 
(4) Follows from functoriality of all. q 
3. Projectales 
Given a projectorial lattice A, we say A is a projectale provided that for each 
object a in A 
(Ad) the functor an has a right adjoint, denoted by a@: 
More explicitly, (A4) demands: for every object b in A, an object a 9 b in A such 
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that for all x in A, a n x + b iff x + a v b. (It follows easily that a Q b is unique, 
and a J+J is a functor.) 
AS usual, the last equivalence can be rephrased as 
(A4.0) a I7 (a Q b)+ b and 
(A4.1) Vx in A, aT1x + b implies x+ a Q bP 
We note right away that for a projectale, the hnctor Kl preserves all colimits 
(supremums) in A; and the functor a+ preserves all limits (infimums) in A. 
3.1. For a projectale we have: 
(1) a$ is idempotent, 
(2) a+biffagb=l, 
(3) a*a =l,OQa=l,a@l=l aazd 1 
(4) anx+a*x. 
Proof. (Easy application of adjointness (A4).) 
(1) a@ is idempotent because ai7 is -by uniqueness of adjoints (on the nose 
for porders). 
(2) aIll=a-,b iff l+a+b. 
(3) BY (2), Na =I, Ova=1 and aQl=l. To prove l@a=a note 
I*a=liT(l*a)+a; while li7a = a gives a + 1 Q a by adjointness. 
(4) By (C2), a n (a A x) = a Ax-x; hence a Ax--,a+x by adjointness. 0 
3.2. For each object a in a projectale A we denote a @ 0 by a, and call it the 
opposite of a. 
The opposite a, of a is, of course, characterized as the unique object in A such 
that Vx in A, a I7 x = 0 iff x + a,; which is clearly equivalent to a ll a, = 0 and Vx 
in A, anx =0 implies x+a,. Put in words, a, is the largest object in A whose 
a-projection is 0. 
The above is clearly modelled on the definition of negation a, = a + 0 in a 
Heyting algebra. 
3.3. We now derive some useful properties of opposition in a projectale. 
(1) aJla=O, 
(2) ( ), : A-, A is a contra functor, 
(3) ( ):, is SAR (that is, a-x, iff x+Q. 
’ The dual notion of coprojectales (generalizing co-Heyting algebras and omols) is also of interest. 
Lattice A is a coprojectale provided it is equipped with functors aU, at_ : A + A such that: 
(Al’) a-+aUx. 
(AZ’) R--,X implies a~lx = x, 
(A3’) aUx= 1 iffxUa= 1. 
(AJ’) a~ -+a~. 
The thmry of coprojectales is, of course. easily developed via projectales. 
C
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3.8. Remark. By 3.3, it is clear that a regular projectale (equipped with opposi- 
tion *) is-at least-an ortholattice (as defined in Appendix A). 
3.9. Corollary. (1) Every Boolean algebra is a regular commutative projectale. 
(2) A projectale is a Boolean algebra ifl it is both regular and commutative. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.5-by definition of Boolean 
algebras. Cl 
3.10. Proposition. For a projectale we have: 
(1) a A x = a ll [a Q x), 
(2) avx+a&(a.J7x). 
Proof. (1) Using (Al), and counit of (A4), we have a il (a @x)+ a and 
a ll (a + x)+x; hence a ll (a Q x)+ a A x. But, using 3.i(4) and 2.2(2), we also 
have a Ax+a r\(aQx)+an(a@x). 
(2j a,n(avx)=(a,na)v(a,nX)=a,nx;hence,byadjointness,avx~ 
a,+(a,llx). q 
3.11. Remark. We can actually relax our requirements for a projectale in as 
much as we need not ask for finite products-their existence follows from the rest 
of the axioms. 
By (Al) we have Vx, 0 ll x + 0 and hence Vx, x + 0 9 0 by adjointness. Thus 
0 + 0 serves as terminal object 1. Now, by (Al) and counit of (A4) we have 
candidate projections a + a il (a $ b)* b. To show universality, suppose we are 
given a - c- b. Applying (A2) to the left arrow we obtain a ll c = c. The right 
arrow now reads a ll c- b; hence c- a $ b by adjointness. By functoriality of 
a il, a il c- a il (a 9 b), that is, c-a il (a 9 b). Thus, a ll (a + b) serves as the 
product a A 6. 
3.12. Proposition. For a projectale we have: 
(1) ar\(a,vx)+anx, 
(2) a,v(ar\x)--,aQx. 
Proof. (1) a A (a, v x) +an(a,vx)=(ana,)v(anx)=anx (where we 
have used 2.2(2) and the fact that all preserves colimits). 
(2) afl(a,v(aAx))=(ana,)v(an(aAx))=an(aAx)=a~x+x 
(where we have used (C2) of Section 2); hence a, v (a A x)+ a V x by 
adjointness. Cl 
ark. (2) above may be compared with a, v x- a 3 x for a Heyting algebra. 
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3.13. Lemma. For a regular projectale we have: 
(anx),=aGx,, 
(aJ_bx), = allx,. 
Proof. Using Proposition 3.12, (aTix),-+(a A (a, v x)), = o, v (a AX,)-+ 
a@x,; that is, (anx) *+aVx, and hence (aUx,),+anx. Putting (a+x,) 
for x in the last arrow, we obtain 
(a v (a v x*)*)*--i, a l-l (a v x*)-+x*, 
x-+N(aVx,), T 
a il x-3 (a \iL x,), and aJj++(aFlx), . 
Hence, (allx),=a@x,, anx=(a4Jx,),, andailx,=(a&x),, (ark-*),= 
C&x. El 
3.14. Proposition. For a regular projectale we have: 
(1) aAx=all(a*x), 
(2) avx=a&(a.Jlx). 
Proof. (1) This holds in any projectale (Proposition 3.10). 
(2) avx= (a v x),, = (a, A x,), = (a, n (a, V x,N, = a, V (a, V x,L 
= a, JJ (a, ll x) (using Lemma 3.13). Cl 
3.15. Proposition. For a regular projectale we have: 
(1) anx=ar\(a,vx), 
(2) aQx=a,v(ar\x). 
Proof. 
(1) allx=an(a*(alk)) triangular identity of (A4) 
= a Il (a Q (a # (a il x))) a V is idempotent 
= a n (a 4J (a, v x)) by Proposition 3.14( 2) 
=;: a A (a, v x) by Proposition 3.14( 1). 
(2) a Q x = a* (a n (a Q x)) triangular identity of (A4) 
= a + (a ll (a !l (a Q x))) all is idempotent 
= a Q (a n (a A x)) by Proposition 3.14( 1) 
=a,v(aAx) by Proposition 3.14(2). III 
3.16. Theorem. (1) Every orthomodular ortholattice ‘is’ a regular projectale. 
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(2) A projectale ‘is’ an orthomodular ortholattice iff it is regular. 
By ‘is’ we mean ‘can be construed as’ (in ihe expected manner, discussed below). 
Roof. (1) Follows from our work on cat.omols in Appendix B. 
(2) Follows from Proposition 3.15. 
The (quite deliberate) notational identifications in our work on projectales and 
cat.omols tend to make the above theorem appear self-evident; hence, to clarify 
its import, we spell out the proof in some detail. 
(1) Gi\-en a catomol A equipped with primary contra functor *, for each a in 
A, the derived functor ail (obtained by a ll x = a A (a, v x)) satisfies axioms 
(Al)-(A3) for a projectale and assumes the role of a-projection. By definition of 
a cat.omol, al7 does have a right adjoint; and thus A is a projectale, which is 
clearly regular (see Proposition B.5). 
(2) Given a projectale A-equipped with primary functors ail and their right 
adjoints a+ (given in the abstract)-we derive the contra functor onpoz;tion * 
(= ( )QO), and pose the question of whether A equipped with opposition is an 
orthomodular ortholattice or not. Now, for a general projectale A, the answer is 
decidedly no-A is not even an ortholattice. But for a regular projectale A, 
we can indeed prove (Proposition 3.15) a il x = a A (a, v x) and a + x = 
a * v (a A x)-as required for a cat .omol. 
And finally, it is clear that if we start at either end and go through the above 
two steps, we end up where we started. r7 
4. Example 
In this section we give an example of a projectale which is neither an omol nor 
a Heyting algebra. Consider the lattice A-Fig. 2 (left). For each object a in A 
define all and a+ by putting: 
0 
A\ 
X a Y 
Fig. 2. 
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xl-lo=0 
xVO=p 
yrlo=o 
y\ILo=x 
ano=o 
tP&O=O 
Orlx=O 
0*x=1 
X~X=X d-iy=o _d-ia=x d--ii=x 
x$x=1 xQy=y x*a=y x*1=1 
ynx=o yriy=y yna=y yni=y 
yibX=x y*y=l ydJa=x y*l=l 
arlx=a afly=a ana=a anl=a 
aQx=O a*y=O aQa=l a*l=l 
inx=x for all x in A 
l&x=x for all x in A . 
(These definitions are obtained by viewing A as a subporder of the lattice of 
subspaces of the Euclidean plane -see Fig. 2 (right)-and thinking along the lines 
of Section 1.) 
It is easily checked that for each a in A, an and a+ are functors which satisfy 
the axioms for a projectale. 
By Proposition 3.5, projectale A is not a Heyting algebra: x ll a = x while 
a il x = a. By Theorem 3.16, projectale A is not an omol: a, = a 4_b 0 = 0 and 
O,=O$O= 1; so ala,, is strict. Also note a ll x = a, while a A (a, v x) = a A 
(Ovx)=aAx = 0; which shows the arrow a A (a, v x)-+ a fl x (of Proposition 
3.12( 1)) is strict. That is, in a general projectale-as against a Heyting algebra or 
an omol-a tl x cannot be rendered by a A (a, v x). 
5. Projectales and closeid porders 
We now return to our informal diagram in the Introduction. The close analogy 
between the transitions 
projectales + omols = regular projectales, 
Heyting algebras+ Boolean algebras = regular Heyting algebras ,
is all too evident in the foregoing sections to require elaboration. On the other 
hand, the parallel between the passages 
projectales -j Heyting algebras 
and the well known 
closed categ,ories + Cartesian closed categories ,
while implicit in Proposition 3.5, needs further explanation, since projectales are 
not quite closed categories. 
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First, we recall a few definitions. As previously indicated, by a porder A we 
simply mean a partial order A, viewed as a category. For porders, the notions of 
symmetric monoidal category and closed category (as given in [19]) reduce to the 
following: 
A symmetric monoidul porder A is a porder which is equipped with a ‘tensor 
product’ functor Q9 : A x A + A, (a, x) - a 63 x, and a specified ‘unit’ object k in 
A, such that (for all x, y, z in A): 
(1) k@x=x=x@k, 
(2) (Xc3y)Q3z=Xqy@z), 
(3) x@y =y@x. 
A symmetric monoidal porder A is said to be a closed porder provided that we are 
further given an ‘internal horn’ functor Q : A’” x A + A, (a, x) w a 9 x such 
that, for every a in A, the induced functors 
form an adjoint pair a@-la#, that is, Vx, y in A, a@x-y iff x+aQy; 
moreover, porder A is required to be complete and (hence) cocomplete. (As 
regards our present discussion, completeness versus finite completeness is an 
incidental point: hence, in what follows, when we speak of Heyting algebras, 
projecta!es, etc., assume we mean complete such. All models of interest are in 
any case complete .) 
Finally, a closed porder A is said to be cartesiav2 closed if the given ‘tensor 
product’ functor 8 is in fact the intrinsic Cartesian-i.e. categorical-product 
functor A (in which case k = 1 is forced, and the ‘horn’ functor is usually denoted 
bY *)* 
Now, a Cartesian closed porder is, of course, just a (complete) Heyting algebra 
On the other hand, a (complete) projectale fails to be a closed porder because 
a ll x (which would be a candidate for the role of ‘tensor product’) is, in general, 
neither symmetric or associative, nor functorial in the first variable a. Indeed, by 
Proposition 3.5 for a projectale to be a closed porder, it has to be a Cartesian 
closed porder, i.e. a Heyting algebra. 
It is instructive to take a second look at this from a slightly different angle. TO 
this end, let A be a closed porder where 
(4) Va, x, x--, a implies a @3x = x 
holds; (that is, the counterpart of axiom (A2) for projectales holds). With (4) at 
hand, we immediately obtain 18 x = x for all x in A. In particular, 1= 18 k = k; 
that is, the unit object k of A is forced to be the terminal object 1 of A. Next, by 
functoriality of a 0 ( ) we obtain a 63 x- a 63 1 = a. Similarly, x 09 a+ x; and 
using symmetry a 0 x- x. Hence a Q9 x + a A x. But furthermore, a A x+ a 
gives a@(a A x) = a Ax (by (4)); while a A x-x gives aQD(a A x)-,aOx; so 
wealsohaveaAx~a~x.Hencea~x=ahxforalla,xinA;andthuswesee 
that in the presence of (4) closed porder A is forced to be a Heyting algebra. 
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Now, while in general projectiles fail to be symmetric mcnoidal, they neverthe- 
less do share with closed porders the feature of ‘closedness’, in that the ‘-,rojec- 
tion’ functors cdll have right adjoints. Moreover, the transition from projectales to 
Heyting algebras (and their respective specializations: regular projectales to 
Boolean algebras)-where the ‘extrinsic’ fl reduces to the intrinsic A-clearly 
parallels the transition from closed categories to Cartesian closed categories- 
where $9 reduces to X. Which goes to explain our assertions in the Introduction. 
Appendix A. Trad.omols-Traditional presentation of orthomodular 
ortholattices 
First, we introduce some simplifying notations. Given a lattice A equipped with 
a contra functor ( )* : A + A for each object a in A, we define four derived 
endofunctors of A, all, a+ and dually aU, aL, by putting 
anx=aA(a,vx), a#x=a,v(aAx), 
aUx=av(a,r\x), aLx = a, A (a v x) .I0 
Now, in the literature, the notion of an orthomodular ortholattice is usually 
defined as follows: 
A.1. Definition. An ortholattice is a lattice A equipped with a contra functor 
( )* : A-, A such that: 
(OL.l) Va in A, a,, = a, 
(0L.2) ifa in A, a A aTk = 0. 
Alternatively, (OL.2) may be replaced by the equivalent 
(OL.3) Va in A, a v a, = 1. 
A.2. Definition. An orthomodular ortholattice (omol) is an otholattice A which 
satisfies the (traditional) axiom of orthmodularity : 
(om.trad) Va, x in A, a-x implies x = a v (a, A x) = a Ux. 
We refer to this particular presentation of omols by the acronym trad.omol, to 
distinguish it from the alternative presentation-cat.omol-given in the Appendix 
B. 
In the following two lemmas we collect what will shortly be seen to be 
equivalents of the axiom of orthomodularity. 
lo The defining expressions for a ll x and a ax are well known in the literature as the ‘Sasaki 
projection’ and ‘Sasaki arrow’. We have chosen our notations to suggest an analogy between 
all, a-+@ and a A, a=$ for a Heyting algebra; 
aU, aL and a v, a- for a coHeyting algebra. 
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A.5 Lemma. For a iattice A equipped with a contra firnctor ( )* : A 3 A the 
folio wing are equivalent : 
(om.00) Wa, x, a ll (a *x)-t x, 
(om.01) Va, x, a A (a *x)+x, 
(om.02) Va, x, a Il (a A x)-,x, 
(om.03) Va, x, a ll (a A x)+ a A x, 
(om.04) Va, x, a ll (a h x) = a A x, 
(om.05) Va, x, x+ a implies a l-lx-,x, 
(om.06) Wa, x, x- a implies a n x = x. 
Proof. The lemma is tabulated in a manner that outlines its simple proof. In more 
detail, 
(om.00) (om.Ol), (om.02) are mere restatements of each other- 
a ll (a + x) = a A (a @ X) = a Il (a A x) by straightforward expansion. 
(om.03) is a redundant version of (om.O2)-a ll (a A x)+ a holds anyway; 
(om.04) is a redundant version of (om.03)-a A x+ a ll (a A x) holds anyway; 
(om.05)) (om.06) are simple translations of (om.03)) (om.04) respectively-use 
x-+aiffar\x-x,andaAx-,atogobackandforth. 0 
A.4. Lemma. For a lattice A equipped with a contra functor ( Jy; : A + A the 
foliowing are equivalent (to (om.trad) which appears as (om.16) below): 
(om.10) Qa, x, x- a U (aLx), 
(om.11) ‘da, x, x+ a v (aLx), 
(om.12) Va, x, x- a U (a v x), 
(om.13) Va, x, a v x+ a U (a v x), 
(om.14) V a, x, a v x =aU(avx), 
(cm.15) Qa,x, a-x impZes x+aUx, 
(0~. 16) Qa, x, a- x implies x = a U x. 
Proof. Dualize lemma A.3. Cl 
AS. For an ortholattice, our four derived functors are clearly interconnected (by 
(OL. 1)) as follows: 
(ailx),=a*x, (a Ux), = aLx, , 
and 
(avx), = anx, , (aLx), = aUx, 
aUx=a,+x, allx=a,Lx, 
aLx =a,llx, a*x=a,Ux. 
Using the above we rephrase (om.10) to an equivalent form: 
(om.20) V”a, x, x- a 4J (a n x). 
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A.6 Proposition. For an ortholattice the various (om.ij) cited in this section are all 
equivalent to (om . trad). 
Proof. 
Va,x,aiT(a4jx)+x (om.00) 
iffVa,x,x,-,aJJ(a*x), 
iffVa,x,x,+a*(anx,) 
iffVa,x,x+a4J(anx) (om.20) . 
By Lemmas A.3, A.4 (and noting that (om.16) = (om.trad)) we are through. 0 
Appendix B. Cat.omols-Categorical presentation of orthomodular ortholattices 
In this appendix we put forward a presentation of omols-cat.omols-given 
entirely by way of adjoint functors.” 
B&l. By a cat.omol A we understand a lattice’” A equipped with a SAR (self 
adjoint on the right) contra functor ( )* : A + A such that: 
(cm.cat) for each object a in A, we have adjointness a il i a@ of derived 
funrtors all, a@ : A +A definedbyallx =aA(a,vx)andaQx= 
a, v (a A x).13 
B.2. Lemma. Every cat.omol is an ortholattice. 
Proof. For a cat.omol we have a + a,, and a,,, = a, (since * is SAR). Further- 
more, by adjointness (an l-+ 1 iff l+a $1) a, v a = a @ 1 = 1 (OL.3). Now, 
a,&a=a,,,v(a,.~a)=a,va=l. Hence, by adjointness (a,Jl+a iff 
l+ a,, Q a) a,,* a. Thus, a = a,, (OL.l). Cl 
B.3. Lemma. For an ortholattice, (om.cat) and (om.trad) are equivalent.” 
Proof. Given (om.trad), by Proposition A.6 we have: 
(om.00) a l’l (a Qx)-, x and 
(om.20) XI a * (a n x) 
” The axioms for a cat.omol are obviously motivated by Section 1. 
” Recall that the notion of a lattice is itself defined by way of adjoint functors-see [lR]. 
l3 The definition of a cat.omol can be givtn dually: start off with a SAL contra functor *. and 
require aL -l aU. This alternative approach can be used to link up omols with co;rojectales. 
” Lemma B.3 has an obvious dual: (om.trad) iff aI_ --I aU. 
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which simply serve 
context of porders, 
obvious.‘5 0 
6.4. Theorem. The notions of cut. omol and trad. omgi are equivalent. 
G. Khatcheriarr 
as the counit and unit (components) of (om.cat). (In the 
the ‘triangular identities’ hold trivially.) The converse is 
Proof. Follows from the above two lemmas (and (GL. I) implies * is SAR). 0 
B.5. Proposition. Every cat.omol is a regular projec!ale. 
Proof. Given a cat.omol, ‘a-projection’ all defined by a ll x = a A (a, v x) is 
clearly a kctor, which is easily seen to satisfy the axioms for a projectale. 
(Al) Q n XI u is obvious. 
(X2) x’+ a implies a ll x = x follows from (om.cat)--see (om.06) of Lemma 
A.3. 
(A3) &-Ix = 0 lff x 1-l 0 = 0 is equivalent o x+ a Q 0 iff a+ x * 0 (i.e. * is 
SAR) by adjointness (om.cat). 
(Ad) is obviously secured by (om.cat). Finally, Lemma B.2 gives regularity. Cl 
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